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Event 5 (Floater) - R U OK?
This is named R U OK? to help raise awareness of suicide prevention 
and mental health as much as it is the question that will be asked 
once the athletes have completed the event and are lying on the 
ground in a pool of sweat...

As a pair the athletes must complete a ‘Buy in’ which includes the 
following:

 •  25MM | 20MF | 15FF Cal. Echo Bike
 •  20 Synchronised Drop Squats

Then for max time both athletes will complete the following:

 •  Max Effort Plank**

*Tie Breaker: Time it takes to finish the drop squats

Movement Standards

Echo Bike:
This event starts with the Echo bike set to zero and the athletes 
standing next to it (not touching it). The athletes must achieve the 
required number of Calories have been achieved.

The athletes may share the workload as they wish so long as the 
total required Calories are achieved.

Synchronised Drop Squats:
Pairs must face each other and start the Drop Squats standing tall, 
feet together. Each rep starts in this position and requires the 
athletes to jump their legs out sideways and touch the ground 
between their legs with one hand. Once they jump their feet back 
together and return to the standing tall position a rep shall be 
counted.

Athletes are required to alternate which hand touches the ground 
and these are syncronised which means the athletes must jump at 
the same time and touch the ground at the same time.

Max Effort Plank:
This is a forearm plank. Athletes' forearms must be on the ground 
directly under shoulders (slightly wider than shoulder width) with 
the body raised off the ground with the head in line with their back 
and legs.

The clock will start when both athletes raise their bodies into the 
plank position. Only one attempt per athlete is permitted. Once an 
athlete fails to maintain the required plank position their time will 
be recorded. The time from each athlete will be added together to 
form a single max score.
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